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Using Hindman’s theorem as a strong pigeonhole principle, we prove 
strengthened versions of Ramsey’s theorem and of various generalizations of 
Ramsey’s theorem due to Nash-Williams, Galvin and Prikry, and Silver. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First we establish some notation. If X is a set, we write 1 X 1 for the 
cardinality of X. We identify a nonnegative integer with the set of 
preceding nonnegative integers. For example 4 = (0, 1,2,3}. Likewise, 
we write w  both for the set of all nonnegative integers and for the cardi- 
nality of that set. If X is a set and K a cardinal (finite or infhrite), then 
and 
[Xl” = {YCX: j YI = K}, 
[X]<~={YCx:/ YI <K), 
[xl@ = {Ycx: 1 YI  < K}. 
If nonempty A E [o]<~, then we write C A for CaEA a. We define C o to 
be zero. 
In [7] Hindman proves the following conjecture of Graham and 
Rothschild; see [5] or [2]. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Hindman). If m is a positive integer and f is a function 
f: w ---f m, then there exist r E m and X E [CO]” such that whenever nonempty 
A E [Xl+, we haue f(I: A) = r. 
Graham and Rothschild have noted that this can be reformulated in 
terms of finite sets and their unions instead of integers and their sums. 
This follows, since the sum of two integers written in binary notation 
looks like the characteristic function of the union of two sets, provided 
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the integers in binary are sufficiently “spread out” so that no carrying 
occurs upon addition. It follows from Hindman’s proof that the integers 
in the set X may indeed be chosen sticiently “spread out.” This yields 
THEOREM 1.2 (Hindman). If m is a positive integer and f is a function 
f: [w]<w -+ m, then there exist r E m and an infinite set XC [CO]+ such 
that a n b = o for all distinct sets a, b E X, and whenever nonempty 
A E [xl-, we hauef(U A) = r. 
In either formulation, we have a pigeonhole principle where there 
exists not just a large collection of objects in one pigeonhole but rather 
a large collection along with all its finite sums (or unions). Now Ramsey’s 
theorem [ 121 can be viewed as a generalization of the standard pigeonhole 
principle, so it is of interest to see if Hindman’s theorem can be generalized 
in the corresponding way. Indeed, we prove such a generalization in 
Section 2. Sections 3, 4 and 5 are involved with extending the ideas of 
Section 2. The strongest partition result we obtain (Theorem 5.1) has 
Hindman’s theorem as a corollary as well as Silver’s theorem that analytic 
sets are Ramsey, and Galvin and Prikry’s theorem that Bore1 sets are 
Ramsey, the Nash-Williams partition theorem and Ramsey’s theorem. 
In Section 6, further generalizations of Hindman’s theorem and of our 
own results are pointed out. 
We mention that the finite version of Theorem 1.1, due independently 
to Folkman, Rado [ll] and Sanders [13] (or see [5, Corollary 4]), is all 
that is required for the finite versions of our results: namely our 
Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.9. Also, Baumgartner [l] has recently 
found a new proof of Hindman’s theorem that is significantly simpler 
than the original. 
2. COMBINING HINDMAN'S AND RAMSEY'S THEOREMS 
For simplicity of notation, we write all our results in terms of sums 
of elements (as in Theorem l.l), but it is clear that they hold as well for 
unions of finite subsets (as in Theorem 1.2). If A E [WI+ and B C w, we 
write A < B in place of “for all a E A and b E B, a < b.” We write P 
for the set of powers of 2, that is P = (2~ n E CO}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. If XC o and K is a cardinal, K < w, then (X); is 
the collection of all sets YE [oJWI, that can be written in the form 
Y = {C Ai: i E K} for some sequence (Ai: i E K) satisfying: 
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(i) for each i E K, ia # Ai E [XICw, and 
(ii) if i < j then Ai < A, . 
Also, we write (X>F for u {(X):: n E K}, and (X)y for (X)2 U (X>:. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let m, n be positive integers, and let f be a function 
f: [co]~--+ m. Then there exists X E (P>“, such that f is constant on (X): . 
Selecting X above with X E (P); corresponds to requiring the X in 
Theorem 1.2 to be a family of pairwise disjoint sets, and corresponds to 
picking the elements of set X in Theorem 1.1 sufficiently “spread out” 
when written in binary notation so that no carrying occurs when elements 
are added. 
Before proving the theorem, we mention some consequences. If we 
restrict our attention to all sets YE <X)i of the form Y = (C A,: i in} 
where / Ai j = 1 for each i E n, then we get the collection of all n element 
subsets of X. In fact [X]” C (X)2 for all K < w. Thus Theorem 2.2 is 
significantly stronger than the infinite version of Ramsey’s theorem. 
On the other hand, if we take n = 1, then Theorem 2.2 becomes 
Hindman’s theorem. Also, if n > 1, then 2.2 still implies 1.1, since given 
f: w -+ m we can define f’: [uJ]~ - m by f’({a, , a, ,..., a,-3) = f(a,), 
where a, < al -C ..* -C a,-, . Then 2.2 applied to f’ gives 1.1. 
We state some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. If X E [oJ]~ and cardinal K < w and YE (X): , then 
< yx c <xx * 
The proof of 2.3 is immediate from Definition 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. If XE [wlw, then (X); n (P>; is nonempty. 
This is just a restatement of Hindman’s Lemma 2.3 in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let WE [WI* and f be a function f: ( W>i -+ m for some 
positive integer m. Then there exists XE (W>O, n <P)z such that f is 
constant on (X): . 
Lemma 2.5 is a slightly strengthened version of Theorem 1.1. The 
proof follows from 1.1 using our Lemma 2.4 and either Hindman’s 
Lemma 2.4 of [6] or Hindman’s Lemma 2.4 of [7]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof is by induction on n with respect 
to the following strengthened version of the theorem: given WE [CO]- 
and f: < W>; -+ m, there exists XE < W>g n (P): with f constant on (X): . 
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The case IZ = 1 is just Lemma 2.5. So suppose the statement is true 
when n = t, we show it remains true when n = t + 1. 
Using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3, we may assume without loss of generality 
that WE <P>; . 
By induction we defme a sequence of sets (Xk: k E W> with each 
X, E (W)O, and with the following conditions satisfied for each k E w, 
where xle = min X, . 
(4 Xk+, E <XkX . 
(b) For each i E k + 1, 
{Xi, %+1, Xi+2 ,*.*, %+I} E <m~+z-i. 
(c) For each subset A _C {x0, xi ,..., xt} with xk E A, there exists 
r(A) E m such that, for every B E (X,+,)4:, we have 
To start the induction, set X0 = W. Then given X,, , X, ,..., Xj such 
that (a)-(c) hold when k < j, we select X,+r so that (a)-(c) still hold 
when k = j. Enumerate all those subsets A of {x,, ,..., x1> with xj E A as 
(A,:p E 29. By induction on p define Xj(p), 0 < p < 2j, as follows. 
Let Xi(O) = Xj - (xi}. If X,(p) has been defined, then define the function 
hi.p: <X,(P)>; -+ m by 
h@) = f (ix A”i u B). 
Using our original inductive hypothesis, we can pick X,(p + 1) E (X,(p))% 
and r(A,) E m such that hi,, has the constant value r(A,) on <X,(p + 1)); . 
To complete the definition of X,+r , we set X,+l = X,(29. It remains 
to check that conditions (a)-(c) hold when j = k. Condition (a) follows 
from repeated application of Lemma 2.3 and the stipulation that 
Xi(p + 1) E (X,(p)); for all p E 2’. Similarly, condition (b) follows from 
the selection of Xi(O) = Xi - {xi}, since for each i ~j + 1 this selection 
yields 
Finally, given A, C {x,, ,..., xi} with xj E A, , condition (c) holds by the 
definition of r(A,), the fact X,+r E (Xj(p + 1)): , and Lemma 2.3. 
Next set X’ = (xk: k E w>. Then define the function g: (X’)$ -+ m as 
follows. Given {c} E (X’): , note that X’ E (W)O, Z (P); implies there 
exists a unique nonempty set C E [X’]<w with c = C C. So define 
g@>> = r(C). 
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Now apply Lemma 2.5 to X’ and the function g, in order to get 
X E (X’)W, and r E m such that g has the constant value r on (X); . Clearly 
X E ( W>W, n (P); . So we are done if we can prove that f has the constant 
value r on (X)i+:+l. 
Suppose DE (X)2:+‘, then D E (X’)F1 by 2.3. So we can write 
D = {C Ei: i E t + l> with E,, < El < ... < Et, with each Ei E [X’]cw, 
and with each Ei nonempty. Let B = D - (E E,) and pick k’ E w  with 
xk’ = max E, . Then condition (b) implies B E (X,,,,); . Thus condi- 
tion (c) and the fact that g has the constant value r on (X): yield 
This completes the proof. 
Either by repeating the argument in the above proof or by Theorem 2.2 
and a standard compactness argument, we get the following finite version 
of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.6. For all positive integers k, m, n there exists a positive 
integer K (depending on k, m, n) such that for each functionf: [K]” -+ m, 
there exists X E [K]” r\ (P); with f constant on (X): . 
Just as 2.2 implies the infinite version of Ramsey’s theorem as well as 
Hindman’s theorem, so 2.6 implies the finite version of Ramsey’s theorem 
as well as Schur’s theorem [14] and the finite version of Theorem 1.1, due 
independently to Folkman, Rado, and Sanders. 
Now each of 2.5 and 2.6 yield a set X with some function f being 
constant on the set (X}; . And in the definition of <X)g we only consider 
sets Y of the form Y = {C Ai: i E n} where i < j implies At < A3. It is 
natural to ask whether the sets Ai must really be increasing in this manner 
or whether in fact the same results hold if the sets Ai are allowed to be 
shuffled together. For simplicity, we only consider “shuffling” pairs of 
sets. Analogous results hold for “shuffling” arbitrary n-tuples of sets. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Given nonempty sets A, B E [w]” with A n B = 0, 
suppose A u B = u {Ci: i E T} for some integer 7 >, 2, where 
(i) each Ci is nonempty, 
(ii) i < j implies C, < C, , 
(iii) Ci C A when i is even, and 
(iv) Ci 6 B when i is odd. 
Then we say the pair (A, B) has shuffling index T and write o(A, B) = T. 
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THEOREM 2.8. For every positive integer m, every function fz [ml2 -+ m 
and every shujling index T 2 2, there exist XE (P)“, and r E m such that 
for each A, B E [x]<“, a(A, B) = T impliesf((x A, C B}) = r. 
Proof. Given m, f, and T satisfying the hypothesis, we define a new 
function g: [WI, + m + 1 as follows. If D E [WI’, say D = {x0 , x1 ,..., x,-~} 
with x0 < x1 < -a- < x,-~ , and if D E (P); then set 
g(D) = f (lx {x,.: i even}, c {xi: i odd}/). 
If D $ (P); set g(D) = m. Now apply Theorem 2.2 to g and get XE (P): 
and r E m + 1 such that g has the constant value r on (XYz. Clearly 
X o (P): implies r # m. 
Now we claim that if A, B E [x]cW with (A, B) having shuffling index T, 
then f({C A, C B}) = r. Suppose A U B = U {Ci: i E T> as in 2.7. If 
we write y, for C Ci , condition (ii) of 2.7 and Lemma 2.3 yield 
{ yi: i E r} E (X)2 C (Pyz . So by the definition of g, 
f (Ic A, c B/) = f (Ic {YG i even], C {yi: i odd]/) 
= g({yi: i E T}) = r, 
and we are done. 
Thus Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 can be improved so long as we fix 7 and 
then consider just those pairs (or arbitrary n-tuples) of elements, say 
{C A, C B}, formed by considering just those ordered pairs of sets (A, B) 
having shuffling index 7. 
If X is finite with A, B ,C X, then there is only a finite number of 
possibilities for the shuffling index of (A, B). Using this fact plus the 
proof of Theorem 2.8 (or Theorem 2.8 and compactness), we arrive at 
Corollary 2.9. 
COROLLARY 2.9. To each pair of positive integers k, m there corre- 
sponds a positive integer K (depending on k, m) with the following property. 
For each function fi [a2 + m there exists X E [KJ” n (P); and a function 
g: k + m such that for all disjoint sets A, B C X, we have f ({C A, C B}) = 
g(o(A, B)). In other words, f ({C A, C B}) depends only on the shujling 
index of <A, B). 
The following examples show that 2.8 and 2.9 cannot be substantially 
improved. Theorem 2.10 shows that when considering a function 
f: [w12 + m, one cannot assure by selection of the set X that the image 
under f of a pair of sums formed from subsets of X will be independent 
of the shuffling index of the pair of sets used. 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let h be a function h: w  + m for some positive 
integer m. Then there exists f: [u]” ---f m such that to each X E [ol” and 
each shufiing index T > 2 there correspond sets A, B E [Xl+ with (A, B) 
having shufling index T andf((C A, C B}) = h(T). 
Proof. Given h: w  -+ m, define f as follows. For each (x, y} E [w12 
consider the unique sets E, FE [w] cw such that x = C {2i: i E E) and 
y = C {2i: i E F}. If (E, F) has shuffling index 7’, set f({x, y}) = h(#). 
IfEnFf m, setf({x,y>)=O. 
Now given X E [wlw, use Lemma 2.4 to pick Y E (X)0, n (P): . Suppose 
Y = {yi: i E W> with y0 < y, < .** . Given shuffling index 7 > 2, let 
A’ = { yi: i even, i E T} and B’ = { yi: i odd, i E T}. Then a(A’, B’) = T  
and f({C A’, C B’}) = h(T), since YE (P); . But YE (X): means we 
can write yi = C Ci for sets Ci E [Xl+ with C, < C, < ... . So if 
A = lJ {C: yi E A’) and B = IJ {Ci:yi EB’}, then (A, B) also has 
shuffling index T and C A = C A’ and C B = C B’. Thus 
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.11 shows that an infinite version of Corollary 2.9 is false. 
THEOREM 2.11. There exists a function J [w12 + 2 with the following 
property. Given any X E [WI”’ there corresponds NE w  such that for each 
integer 7 > N there exist sets A, B, C, D E [x]cU with a(A, B) = u(C, D) = T  
aW(E A, C Bl) Z f({C C, C Dl). 
Proof, As in the previous proof, given (x, y! E [w-J2 write x = C {2i: i E E} 
and y = C (2”: i E F}. If E n F # 0, set f({x, y}) = 0; otherwise suppose 
T’ is the shuffling index of (E, F). If 7’ < min(E u E), set f({x, y}) = 0; 
if T’ > min(E U F), set f((x, yj) = 1. 
Given X E [o]~ select YE (X)W, n (P); (by Lemma 2.4). If Y = { y,, , yl,...} 
in increasing order, and y0 = C {2i: i E G), then let N = min G. It is 
straightforward to check that N works. Given T  > N, pick A’, B’ E [Yj<” 
with y,, E A’ and U(A), B’) = 7. Then using the techniques of the proof 
of 2.9 we obtain A, B E [x]cW with a(A, B) = T  and f({C A, C B)) = 1. 
Likewise, we can pick C, D E [Xl<@ involving only powers of two that 
are sufficiently large and getf((x C, C D)) = 0 while u(C, D) = T. 
3. OPEN SETS ARE Z-RAMSEY 
In the next three sections we shall use Hindman’s theorem first to 
prove a strengthened version of the Galvin-Prikry-Ehrenfeucht-Cohen 
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result that open sets are Ramsey, and eventually to prove a strengthened 
version of Silver’s result that analytic sets are Ramsey. Ramsey sets are 
defined below. Our proofs depend heavily on ideas of Nash-Williams [lo], 
of Galvin and Prikry [4], and of Ellentuck [3]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. R C [wlw is Ramsey means there exists XE [a]” with 
either [Xlw C R or [Xlw n R = ia. 
DEFINITION 3.2. R C [wlw is Z-Ramsey means there exists XE [w]~ 
with either (X)0, _C R or (X)W, n R = ia. 
Clearly, if R is Z-Ramsey then R is Ramsey. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If X E [w], and A E [w]<~ with A nonempty, then 
(A, X), = {A U Y: YE (X - (0, l,..., max A})!}. 
If A = ~zr, then (A, X), = <X)g . 
DEFINITION 3.4. R C [o]~ is completely Z-Ramsey if for each WE [CO], 
and A E [w]cw there exists X E [ W]O with either (A, X), C R or 
(A, X}, n R = 0. 
If R is completely Z-Ramsey then R is CRamsey. 
[w], is naturally embedded in 2w = {f:f is a function from w  into 2}, 
and so [o]~ has the induced topology where 20 has the Tychonoff product 
topology. We call this the standard topology for [w]~ and write G (respec- 
tively F) for the collection of all open (closed) subsets of [W]O with respect 
to this topology. 
We shall also be interested in a new, finer (more open sets) topology 
on [w], which we shall call the Z-topology. The Z-topology is defined by 
taking the collection of all (A, X), such that A E [w]+ and X E [o]~ as 
a basis. One can easily check that the collection of all (A, X), does 
indeed form a basis and that the Z-topology is, in fact finer than the 
standard topology. Gr (respectively FE) will denote the collection of all 
open (closed) subsets of [w], with respect to the Z-topology. 
We shall eventually be able to characterize the completely Z-Ramsey 
subsets of [w]~ as those with the Baire property with respect to the 
Z-topology. We start by proving that open sets are completely Z-Ramsey. 
THEOREM 3.5. If R E Gz, in other words, R is open with respect to 
the Z-topology, then R is completely Z-Ramsey. 
Until the end of the proof of Theorem 3.5, we suppose R EGO, 
WE [w]~, and A E [w]cw are fixed with A < W. Then we want to show 
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there exists XE (W)W, with either (A, X), C R or (A, X), n R = ~zr. 
Without loss of generality we can assume (using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3) 
that WE (P); . 
DEFINITION 3.6. Given BE ( W),‘w and YE(W);, Y accepts B 
provided (A u B, Y),: _C R. Y rejects B provided that no Z E (Y): 
accepts B. 
Note that if Y accepts (respectively rejects) B, then by Lemma 2.3 
each Z E (Y); accepts (rejects) B. 
LEMMA 3.7. For each B E ( W)2m and YE ( W>g there exists Z E (Y): 
that accepts or rejects B. 
This follows since either Y rejects B or some Z E (Y): accepts B. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose B E ( W);jw and YE (W>g with B rejected by Y. 
Then there exists Z E (Y): such that B u (x} is rejected by Z whenever 
ix> E <z>; * 
Proof. The proof of the Lemma is substantially like the inductive 
step in the proof of Theorem 2.2, so we shall omit some of the details. 
Define inductively a sequence of sets (Z,: k E w) with each Z, E (Y); 
and with the following conditions satisfied for each k E w, where zk is 
the least integer in Z, . 
(4 &+, E <ZS . 
(b) For eachiEk + 1, 
{Z$ , zi+1 ,..., Zk,+l} E <z&g? 
(c) For each subset C _C {zO, z1 ,..., zk} with zlc E C, either B u {C C> 
is accepted or rejected by Z,,, . 
Set Z,, = Y. Given Z, , Z, ,..., Zj with (a)-(c) true when k <j, we 
select Z,+l so that (a)-(c) hold with k = j. Starting with Zi - {zj} and 
successively applying Lemma 3.7, once for each C C {z,, , z, ,. .., z,} with 
z, E C, we arrive at Z,,, with the desired properties. 
Next set Z’ = {zk: k E w} and define f: (Z’); + 2 as follows: given 
nonempty D E [Z’]<w with zk = max D, set f((C D}) = 0 if and only if 
B u {C D} is accepted by Zk+l and hence by Z’. By Lemma 2.5 there exists 
Z E (Z’)O, such thatfis constant on (Z)$ . Butfcannot take the constant 
value zero on (Z); because of the following argument. Z does not accept B, 
so there exists a set V E (Z)O, with A u B u V E (A u B, Z), - R. 
Letting v = min V we get that B u {v} is not accepted by Z, sof({v}) = 1. 
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Thus we conclude that B rejects B u {x} for each {x} E (2);) which 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.9. If M is rejected by W, then there exists X E (W): such 
that X rejects each B E (X)$“. 
Proof. Once again we define a sequence of sets <Xk: k E w) with 
each X, E (W)O, and with the following conditions satisfied for each 
k E w, where xk = min X, . 
(a) xk,, E <&X . 
(b) For each i E k + 1, 
{Xi ) xi+1 ,*.., Xk+l} E <x&+2-i. 
(c) For all sets BE ({x0, x1 ,..., x,})~“” and {x> E (X,+&, we 
have that B u (x> is rejected by X,, . 
Apply Lemma 3.8 with B = o and Y = W to get X,, E (IV): that 
rejects each {x> E (X0>;. Then given X,, , X1 ,..., X, with (a)-(c) true when 
k c j, we select X,+r so that (a)-(c) hold when k = j. Starting with 
X, - {xi} and successively applying Lemma 3.8, once for each nonempty 
BE <(xo , x1 ,--., x,>>$“” with xk used in forming the sum that is max B, 
we arrive at X,+r with the desired properties. 
Now set X = (xk: k E w}, and it is clear from conditions (b) and (c) 
that if B E (X)2O, then X rejects B. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. If la is accepted by some X E (W)f , then we 
are done, since {A, X), C R, otherwise lz~ is rejected by W, and by 
Lemma 3.9 there exists X E ( W): that rejects each BE (X)2w. We claim 
(A, X>, n R = a. Otherwise there exists YE (X)0, with A < Y and 
A u YE R. Now R E G= so there exists (C, Z), with A U YE (C, Z>, C R 
and without loss of generality we can assume C = A U B for some 
finite set B E [q<@ C (X), <@. So we can write <A u B, Y - B)= C R by 
Lemma 2.3. But this contradicts the fact that B is rejected by X and so 
proves the theorem. i( 
COROLLARY 3.10. If R C [w]~ is open with respect to the standard 
topology, then R is completely Z-Ramsey. 
DEFINITION 3.11. If A E [w]<w and XC w, then A is an initial segment 
of X (written A < X) provided there exists Y c w  with A < Y and 
A u Y = X. If T C [w]<~, we say T is thin provided A < B implies 
A = B for all A, B E T. 
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Note that if T _C [WI<” is thin, then {X E [WI”: there exists A E T with 
A <<Xl is open (standard topology). Also, if R C T with T thin, then R 
is also thin. Using these facts and induction on m, we obtain from 3.10: 
COROLLARY 3.12. If T _C [o]cw is thin, and f is a function f: T + m 
for some positive integer m, then there exists XE [w]~ with f constant on 
(X)2@ n T. 
This generalizes the Nash-Williams partition theorem (Theorem 1 of 
[lo]) and implies our Theorem 2.2 since [w], is thin for each n E w. Hence 
3.12 also implies Theorem 1.1. 
4. CHARACTERIZING THE COMPLETELY Z-RAMSEY SETS 
We continue with our characterization of the completely Z-Ramsey 
subsets of [wlw as those with the Baire property with respect to the 
Z-topology on [wlw. For completeness we mention: MC [wlw is meager 
provided it is a countable union of nowhere dense sets; P C [w]” has the 
Baire property provided there exists open R C [wlw with R n P = 
(R - P) u (P - R) being meager. 
Note. In the following lemmas and in Theorem 4.4 all topological 
notions refer to the Z-topology on [w]~. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given any nowhere dense N C [w], and any A E [WI+ and 
W E [w]~, there exists X E ( W)$ with {A, X), n N = m . 
Lemma 4.1 follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 applied to the 
complement of the closure of N. 
LEMMA 4.2. If M _C [w], is meager, then A4 is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Suppose M = u (Ark: k E o> with each Nk C [w], being nowhere 
dense. In order to conclude that M is nowhere dense, it suffices to show 
that for each nonempty open R C [w]” there exist A E [o]<@ and XE [O]O 
with the basic open set (A, X), contained in R - M. 
Assume R C [w]~ is nonempty and open. So there exist A E [wlCw and 
WE (P); with A < W and (A, W>, C R. We define a sequence of sets 
(X,: k E W) with each X, E <W)g and with the following conditions 
satisfied for each k E w, where xk = min X, . 
(a) L+, E (XkX . 
(b) ForeachiEkf 1, 
{Xj ) Xj.+l ,..., xk*,) E (xj)~+2--d. 
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(c) For each BE ({x0, x, ,..., xk})$‘+’ we have 
(Au B,Xk+&n Nk = m. 
To start, set X,, = W. Then given X0, X1 ,..., X, with (a)-(c) true when 
k < j, we select X,+l so that (a)-(c) remain true when k = j. Namely, 
start with Xj - {xi} and successively apply Lemma 4.1, once for each 
B E Gxo , xl ,..., xi>>Ti?“, and so arrive at X,+l with condition (c) holding. 
It is clear from the construction that (a) and (b) hold. 
Next set X = (xK: k E w>. It follows from condition (b) that 
{A, X), C (A, W), C R. However, if YE Nk* C M for some k’ E o, we 
want to show Y 4 (A, X>, . If A is not an initial segment of Y then this is 
trivial. So assume A < Y, and let B’ = (Y - A) n ({x0, x1 ,..., x,,}):“. 
But then we get Y 4 (A u B’, X,!,,), from condition (c). Hence 
Y $ (A, X), , and we are done. 
Thus with respect to the Z-topology on [o]~, a set N C [w]- is nowhere 
dense if and only if it is meager. This enables us to conclude the following. 
LEMMA 4.3. If R C [a], has the Baire property, then R is completely 
Z-Ramsey. 
Proof. Suppose R A P is meager (thus nowhere dense) for some open 
set P, and that A and Ware sets with A E [w]<~ and WE [w]~. By Theo- 
rem 3.5 there exists YE ( W); with either (A, Y), C P or (A, Y)= n P = % . 
But applying Lemma 4.1 to A, Y, and the nowhere dense set R n P, 
we get X E (Y); with (A, X), n (R A P) = %. Thus (A, Y), C P 
implies (A, X), C R, while (A, Y)s n P = % implies (A, X), n R = % . 
In either case, we are done. 
THEOREM 4.4. R C [W]O is completely Z-Ramsey if and only if R has 
the Baire property with respect to the Z-topology. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 4.3, we need only show that if R is com- 
pletely Z-Ramsey, then R has the Baire property. If R C [W]O we shall show 
R - int(R) is nowhere dense, where int(R) is the interior of R. To show 
R - int(R) is nowhere dense, it suffices to show that for each nonempty 
open set P C [WI”’ there exist A E [WI+ and X E [w]~ with the basic open 
set (A, X), contained in P - (R - int(R)). 
Suppose P C [w], is open. Pick A E [WI<” and WE (P); with A < W 
and (A, W), C P. Since R is completely Z-Ramsey, there exists X E ( W): 
with either (A, X)zC R or (A, X), n R = %. In the event (A, X), C R, 
it must in fact be that (A, X), C int(R) since (A, X), is open. So in 
either case, we have (A, X), C P - (R - int(R)), which completes our 
proof. 
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5. ANALYTIC SETS ARE Z-RAMSEY 
First, we give a definition of the analytic sets. If 3 is a family of 
sets and f is a function f: [w]<~ + 9, for each X E [w]~ we write 
S, = n {f(A): A Q X> and S, = U {S,: X E [WI”}. Then A(s) is the set 
{S,: f is a function from [WI+ into %}. A is called the Souslin operation. 
A(F) is the collection of all analytic subsets of [W]O (with respect to the 
standard topology). Each Bore1 set is analytic. 
The following theorem improves Silver’s result [15] that analytic sets 
are Ramsey. The proof of 5.1 follows readily from 4.4. 
THEOREM 5.1. If R E A@?,), in other words R is analytic with respect 
to the Z-topology, then R is completely Z-Ramsey. 
Proof. It is always true that each closed set has the Baire property. 
And it is a classic result of general topology (see [8, p. 941) that the 
Souslin operation A preserves the Baire property. So each element of 
A(F,) has the Baire property and is therefore completely Z-Ramsey by 
Theorem 4.4. 
Using the known fact that A(A(9)) = A(S), we conclude: 
COROLLARY 5.2. If R C [wlw is in the sigma-algebra of subsets of [a~]~ 
generated by the analytic sets, then R is completely Z-Ramsey. 
Ellentuck [3] was the first to refine the standard topology on [w]~ and 
then relate Ramsey properties and Baire properties in a new topology. 
Silver’s original proof that each analytic set is Ramsey involves Martin’s 
axiom and absoluteness considerations. 
After Silver’s proof was known, Mathias [9] proved the same result 
using forcing and absoluteness considerations. Mathias also applied his 
forcing conditions to other related problems. Using the techniques of 
this paper, we have been able to strengthen Mathias’s ideas. Our results 
will appear elsewhere. 
6. A QUESTION 
Finally, we mention another generalization of Hindman’s theorem and 
of our own results, and we ask how this can be further extended. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A function F: [w]<~ + w  is said to be coalescent 
provided : 
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(i) there exists QF E [CCJ]~ with F being one-to-one on [Qr]<“, and 
(ii) for each A, B E [QF]-+, we have F({F(A), F(B)}) = F(A u B). 
It is mechanical to show that if F is coalescent and A, B, C E [Q#“, 
then F({F(A)}) = F(A) and F({F(A), F(B), F(C)}) = F(A u B u C). 
THEOREM 6.2. If m is a positive integer and f is a function f: o -+ m 
and F: [w]<” -+ w  is a coalescent function, then there exist r urn and 
X E [WI, such that whenever nonempty A E [xi]@, we have f(F(A)) = r. 
The theorem is just 1.1 with the summation function C replaced by 
an arbitrary coalescent function F. In fact, C may be replaced by any 
coalescent F in all our theorems. For example, 6.2 follows easily if we 
take a one-to-one correspondence between the sets QF and P, then apply 
1.1 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3. 
It is also clear that there are some noncoalescent functions for which 
6.2 holds and some for which 6.2 fails. If F,(A) = 0 for all A E [w]cw, 
then 6.2 holds for F. . On the other hand, if we take F: [w]<~ + w  defined 
by F(A) = 0 if I A I # 1, and F({x}) = X. Then 6.2 fails when f: w + 2 
satisfies: f(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
So we ask the following 
QUESTION. Is there a characterization of those functions E [WI+ -+ w  
for which 6.2 holds. 
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